
Lone Star Harbor Safety Committee Meeting 
Waterways Utilization Subcommittee 
April 20, 2012 
 
Elected subcommittee chair – Jim Andrews 
 
Review of HOGANSAC Subcommittee Prior Issues (Old Business): 
 
 Issue 1 – Anchorages 
 Issue 2 – Lay Berths 

 
 Time limits on Alpha and Charlie 

- To stay beyond the default requires permission 
- Currently publishing a sketch map that shows the locations of vessels and time they are 

captured 
- Sharing this data about loading of the anchorage 
- Alpha and Charlie are managed by VTS Galveston 
- Seems to be working unless we hear otherwise; specifically addressing Bravo – seems to 

be working 
 Anchorages 

- We had another meeting earlier this week 
- George – regarding the additional space of anchors: the one the Houston Pilots 

suggested at this meeting/next one 
 Motion to create a working group to investigate anchorages 
 Need to look at charts and do an appropriate evaluation 

 Low sulfur restrictions come into effect in August 
- Only two ports will offer this low sulfur 
- There will not be enough low sulfur fuel available in the states 
- There will be a spike in activity – bunkering 
- Ships won’t be going to New Orleans to bunker, they will be coming to Bolivar 
- Southern ships won’t be meeting the low sulfur fuel – CAPTURE AS AN AGENDA ITEM 

FOR NEXT MEETING 
- Coming up with a new tank – expecting an increase in the number of propulsions 
- Houston USCG has published guidance for switching to low sulfur fuels and it is available 

 Jim Andrew to get this guidance from John 
 Bob will help out with it 
 See what further study needs to be done following this meeting  

 Captain Tom Goodwin from Houston Pilots commented on expansion inside jetties; 
- West side – very deep over there 
- Potential for expansion inside the jetties is mandatory for our port  
- Nowadays they all need more space 
- We really need a place where we can do minor ship repairs 
- A nice sheltered anchorage could help; repairs are a necessary part of ship and that’s 

part of what we have to provide as a port  
 Lay berths 

- Profit to be made by establishing berths that are like a 7/11 or Cumberland Farms 
- SeaTech has an issue that has been hanging on the vine for a few years 



- We don’t want to change any laws, we just want to promote the idea that lay berths 
should be available 
 Duty of the agent to know what the status of each port is 
 Who’s in charge of building – federal government? Port of Houston? Private 

terminal? 
- Lay berth is a state of mind; trust has to be built 
- Port of Houston can provide insight on lay berths 

 Minimum 12 hours 
 Charged in 12 hour increments 
 It’s very expensive to dispose of waste slops in the Port of Houston 
 More and more requests for dive facilities – adds to logistical problems; unless 

you have a lay berth, you cannot perform the work required to be done at one 
 John Pail USCG – should a person from this committee sit in on the Area maritime Security 

Committee?   
 

1. Bayport Basin 
- Ongoing issue 
- Industry has done a better job of getting their tows to report 

2. Ferry Landing 
- Further monitoring 
- Keep visibility 
- They are re-dredging every month 
- Cost/benefit analysis 
- Keep monitoring this issue and see that a decision is made 

3. Aton 
- Philip brought this up – double Bayou Channel; Peninsula arraigns; there was concern 

about the USC 
- They are trying to pull all the markers out of there; the compromise was reached; pulled 

about half of them out; long way between markers; peninsula takes cruise barges; the 
markers  get hit pretty regularly; the peninsula is taking care of things itself 

- Issue basically resolved 
 
New Business 
 
 MARPOL disposals 

- Extra strict on what ships may throw overboard at sea 
- Dry bulk ships may dispose of cargo residue 
- Reputation of Texas ports at stake 
- Any tank ship terminal must do it by barge and for a price 
- MARPOL 5 (USCG has a presentation on this) 
- With MARPOL 5 you’re going to have issues on fumigation with any wood products 

coming in 
- IMO constantly look at US and saying there are issues with MARPOL 
- Use IMO form for requesting MARPOL discharges; give them adequate notice 
- Pricing – Port of Houston is expensive; terminals have excessive charges 
- Efficiency, cost, market dynamics 
- IMO complaint form; USCG earnest about keeping anonymous 
- Creating a repository for tracking 



 Off-shore security boarding 
- USCG and CBP both understaffed and that has an impact on the port 
- Government mandates increasing 
- Delays due to weather create huge expense 
- Leave issues around security boarding on the table and visit from time-to-time (not a 

pressing topic) 
- Encourage USCG to attend the meetings 
- CBP boardings continue to be an issue of timely meetings; often times vendors can’t 

board the ship because CBP hasn’t been there yet 
- CBP looking at new vessel boarding policies; meeting May 10th to discuss the policies 
- John Pail – “this may be a ripe opportunity to say, ‘Why are there two separate 

offices?’”; office in Texas City is resourced to do jobs in Texas City, Galveston, Freeport; 
they are not staffed to do jobs at the anchorages; $1,100 to $5,800 fees for inspecting 
vessels 

- COC inspection issues are still in play; discuss with USCG and add efficiencies to the 
process, particularly regarding anchorages 
 Need Captain of the Port to be aware of inefficiencies 
 Bob, Neils and John Pail to represent this working group 

 
New, New Business 
 
 Phil Kropf – major company over at the Bayou; new beneficial use – submerged marsh process 

- Creating an underwater berm  
- Putting berm right near the yacht club 
- Has a conceptual drawing that captures the plan 

 John – salvage and firefighting regulations implemented by the USCG 
- In the last six months, company has had six incidents 
- All vessel owners/operators have designated salvagers 
- Must get a phone call into the contractor within an hour of the incident 
- If you need emergency towing you’re allowed 12 hours 
- If you have a mishap, the owner/operator/qualified individual needs to get a call into 

the identified salvage contractor 
- Should this issue be brought forth to the Executive Committee?  I can document 5 cases 

where this could have been a salvage issue; Do we want to deal with this under-
utilization or do we want to go forward? 

- Should include member of the Dredge Operations and Marine Construction Committee 
on this discussion 

- Steve, Jim and John will work on this salvage issue 
 Mission statement to replace charter for subcommittee 
 Next full HSC meeting is May 18th 

 

 


